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What is blackout poetry?

Blackout poetry is about creating new

works from existing ones by removing

words until an entirely new story is

found.

It creates new meaning from old,

disagreeable, or just plain ordinary

texts and transforms them into a

unique artform.

Blackout poetry can make the mundane

such as newspapers or adverts into

something more personal and

interesting. Or it can allow poets to

reclaim the pages of outdated or

offensive works.

Newspaper Blackout - Austin Kleon



Gameplay

Blackout involves creating blackout

poetry, either individually or with a

second player.

Players throw dice to guide their

censorship and then create poems from

the words left over.

Blackout is a casual game that

involves suggestions rather than

strict rules. Players may share their

poems with each other or keep them to

themselves.

Solitude - Tyler Knott Gregson



Setting up

Find a partner, a group, or choose

to play alone.

Find media to share with each

other. This can be newspaper

articles, book pages, old letters,

schoolwork, junk mail, or even an

already existing poem. Anything

which contains words.

Roll a 6 sided die twice to

discover your censorship rules.

Create your blackout poem. Follow

the rules given or completely

ignore them.

Share your poem with your

partner/group. Consider writing

replies, or condensing each

other's poems again with another

roll of the dice.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Transgression - John Carroll



 1 2 3 4 5 6

1
Every 9th

word

Words ending

in T

4 letter

words

Every other

sentence
Colours

Words ending

in M

2 Every Noun
Every other

word

From the 1st

0 to the 8th
Every Verb

Every 20th

word

Monosyllabic

Words

3

Words

starting

with S

Words with

double

letters

Words

containing

only one

vowel

From the 7th

A to the

14th

Words

starting

with B

Between the

first & Last

P

4
Words ending

in ing

3 letter

words

Words with

no vowels

Every 3rd

sentence

Words you

don't like

5 letter

words

5
Words

containing H

6 letter

words

Every 5th

word

Words ending

in A
Every Adverb

First & Last

sentences

6
Every

Adjective

The longest

sentence

Words with 3

syllables

Words with 5

syllables

Every 15th

word

Every 6th

sentence

Censorship Table



Blackout is a game by Budget Versailles.

For more games and experiences visit:

https://www.budgetversailles.com/

This game was created for the Poems in

Games 2022 jam hosted by Sur.

https://www.budgetversailles.com/
https://itch.io/jam/poemsingames2022
https://itch.io/jam/duality4

